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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the development of high-level tools
to automate tangible human-machine interfaces creation bringing to-
gether IoT technologies and ontology engineering methods. We propose
using ontology-driven approach to enable automatic generation of firmware
for the devices and middleware for the applications to design from scratch
or transform the existing M2M ecosystem with respect to new human
needs and, if necessary, to transform M2M systems into human-centric
ones. Thanks to our previous research, we developed the firmware and
middleware generator on top of SciVi scientific visualization system that
was proven to be a handy tool to integrate different data sources, in-
cluding software solvers and hardware data providers, for monitoring
and steering purposes. The high-level graphical user SciVi interface en-
ables to design human-machine communication in terms of data flow
and ontological specifications. Thereby the SciVi platform capabilities
are sufficient to automatically generate all the necessary components for
IoT ecosystem software. We tested our approach tackling the real-world
problems of creating hardware device turning human gestures into se-
mantics of spatiotemporal deixis, which relates to the verbal behavior of
people having different psychological types. The device firmware gener-
ated by means of SciVi tools enables researchers to understand complex
matters and helps them analyze the linguistic behavior of users of so-
cial networks with different psychological characteristics, and identify
patterns inherent in their communication in social networks.

Keywords: Ontology Engineering · Internet of Things · Human-Machine
Interaction · Tangible Interfaces · Firmware · Middleware · Scientific Vi-
sualization · Visual Analytics.

1 Introduction

Universal computer input devices like keyboard and mouse build the habitual en-
vironment for user and normally suit everyday needs in terms of human-machine
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interaction. However specific cases may require specific input hardware and spe-
cific software reactions to enable needed user experience. Moreover, real-world
experience shows that the today’s special cases are the common ones in the fu-
ture. Nowadays high-level tools adapting the factory-assembled input devices to
the specifics of particular task or hardware and software infrastructure are often
missing.

When it comes to virtual reality applications, the user’s eyes are covered with
the head-mounted display, so it becomes very uncomfortable to use keyboard and
special hardware control elements (like Oculus Touch) are required. Different ve-
hicle simulators require special hardware control panels including steering wheel
and pedals to provide full immersion and enable training function. Some con-
tent generation tasks also require special tools, for example, the digital painting
requires drawing tablets to increase ergonomics. Special environment conditions
may also require space saving, so touchscreens and trackpads are also very pop-
ular nowadays. Next, it is often required to bring the benefits of the Internet of
Things (IoT) to legacy systems, to combine various old edge devices and sensors
with smart ones, or to put the human into the IoT ecosystem. In our opinion, in
the near future, putting human centric innovation to drive a composition of IoT
systems, in which their constituent systems are individually discovered, becomes
the everyday task.

In this context, Internet of Things become a promising branch of computer
science and engineering. The technologies and design patterns developed for
IoT can be applied to the human-machine interaction bringing it to the new
customization level in a unified form. Different sensors provide the user with
quite unlimited possibilities to control the computers via so-called tangible in-
terfaces [8], and in the same time provide the automation systems with the same
amount of possibilities to monitor the human activity. The problem here is the
user’s qualification: complex interconnections, sensor-based networks and device
making normally require knowledge in both electronics and programming. In
contrary, high-level software tools and handy interoperable IoT modules can
be easy building blocks ready to be used even by the beginners. The leaders
of IoT industry already provide particular solutions for typical use cases like,
for example, the organization of Smart Home. But there is still a lack of high-
level tools for building arbitrary IoT devices and middleware to turn them into
human-machine interface (HMI). Thereby not only the legacy systems can get
new HMI by means of IoT, but also the IoT systems themselves can be turned
into human-centric ones.

We propose ontology-driven approach to build smart systems, which can au-
tomatically generate the firmware for IoT devices and the middleware to connect
these devices with third-party software in adaptable way. Thereby this system
is a way to automate the creation of software part of IoT-based HMI. Regarding
the hardware part we suggest using particular electronic components meeting
the price/quality balance. To demonstrate the proposed approach we present
the new capabilities of SciVi platform1 to tackle the problems mentioned above.

1 https://scivi.tools/
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As follows from the description of our system presented in [17], the SciVi
platform was initially intended to be the scientific visualization tool adaptable
to different types of software solvers and input data formats. Our innovation
presented in this paper is using SciVi platform as IoT-based HMI generator
without changing the SciVi core. In this case IoT devices play the solvers’ role.
Moreover, the SciVi architecture allows using its modules separately to solve
wide range of tasks, not limited by scientific visualization. For example, if third-
party system already has its own visualizer, SciVi can be used as the middleware
to provide new HMI capabilities including gesture-based ones.

2 Key Contributions

In this paper we describe the ontology-driven smart system, which enables au-
tomation of IoT-based HMI development. The following key results of conducted
research are presented.

1. The ontology-driven approach is proposed to automate the firmware and
middleware generation for the cases when IoT devices are intended to be
used as a part of HMI to the third-party software.

2. The proposed approach is implemented within a smart system SciVi-Middle,
which is built upon the adaptive scientific visualization toolset SciVi we
developed previously.

3. The recommendations are made for choosing IoT-based HMI hardware with
respect to price/quality ratio.

4. The discussed approach is used to tackle real-world problems of social net-
work users behavior analysis.

3 Related Work

The essence of the IoT is the constant monitoring of the environment and al-
lowing humans the remote management in order to ensure the symbiosis of real
and digital worlds [7]. Being the basis of ubiquitous computing [7], IoT provides
great possibilities to monitor the human activity [21]. This, in turn, opens up
the new horizons of human-machine interaction utilizing more specific actions
than traditional pushing of buttons. As stated in [7], “in an IoT environment,
the human and computer interaction happens through objects containing em-
bedded technology to sense or interact with their internal state and external
environment”. Human presence (detected by passive infrared sensor), gestures
(detected by some kind of motion capture system, like for example [9]), voice and
even physical condition (detected by wearable medical sensors) could be turned
into the commands for the computing systems whereby multimodal HMI can be
provided [24]. Moreover, IoT ensures so-called tangibility of HMI [8], enabling
seamless coupling between physical objects and virtual data. As a result, smart
systems can be created, which respect human skills and knowledge, as well as
the dynamic user behavior [7].
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However, achieving the desired user experience within IoT ecosystem is a
challenging task. It is necessary to integrate diverse independent components
into a one-stop solution, saving functionality and reliability of individual build-
ing blocks and ensuring seamless interoperability [10]. To tackle this challenge,
both high-level user interface (UI) frameworks and middleware frameworks are
demanded.

Middleware is a “glue” to stick together the existing programs and devices
that were not originally designed to be connected. Detailed survey of modern
IoT middleware made by A. Farahzadi et al. [6] shows the variety of platforms
aimed to ensure integration of different hardware into a single ecosystem. The
popular middleware helps to efficiently solve the interoperability issues, however
the tasks of building versatile and ergonomic UI for this ecosystem still do not
have unified solutions. This is why specific circumstances force developers to
create related software from scratch.

The middleware should be very flexible, extensible and adaptable to ensure
both interoperability of devices and versatile HMI capabilities [6]. One of the
most adequate ways to achieve these features is a model-driven approach, when
the system providing middleware functionality is governed by some formal model.
In this case, the modification of the model will modify the system’s behavior,
while the code of system’s core remains unchanged. If the used model maintains
semantics, the system possesses context-awareness and thereby can be treated
as intelligent one.

Well-proven semantic models are provided by ontology engineering. Since
2012 ontologies are widely used in IoT domain to tackle different key issues like
heterogeneity of devices, interoperability and scalability problems, monitoring
tasks, etc. [2]. The main point to use ontologies is their ability to be close to
human conceptual level, while understandable to machines [11]. This is why we
decided to use ontology engineering as a core methodology in automating the
IoT-based HMI development.

In our previous research we studied the ways to automate monitoring and
calibration of IoT devices based on ontology engineering methods and scientific
visualization tools [20]. We implemented the corresponding capabilities within
scientific visualization system SciVi. The current paper describes the next step
of SciVi development generalizing its capabilities from visualization system to
HMI platform. It was an intention to build HMI platform upon a visualization
system, because visualization is considered as an essential part of human-machine
interaction [13].

Research work related to the versatile HMI software for IoT has already jus-
tified ontology engineering in this field. As stated by M.A. Calderon et al., IoT is
still too device-centric, but should be more human-centric, and the semantic tech-
nologies are one of the clues to achieve this human-centricity [5]. Ontologies were
successfully used by N. Luz et al. to specify the human-machine computation
workflow retaining knowledge and semantics of atomic tasks [11]. The system
called Perci developed by G. Broll et al. relies on application model ontologies to
compose an application interface and UI [4]. The research by C. Steinmetz et al.
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is dedicated to using ontologies to enhance IoT middleware and personalize the
visualization available for end users [23]. Several projects, for example the one
by J.Á. Noguera-Arnaldos et al. [1] or by J. Petnik et al. [14], utilize ontologies
to provide users with natural language interface to IoT devices.

The distinctive features of our approach are the following:

1. We propose the platform for developing HMI based on IoT devices, not to
the IoT ecosystem. Of course, the methods we suggest can be used to build
interactive environments like Smart Home, similar to the ones described
in [14] and [13]. However, the main intention behind our research was to
enable device makers creating the custom gadgets to control third-party
software.

2. We propose using cognitive interactive graphics [12] capabilities provided by
scientific visualization and visual analytics tools to support HMI develop-
ment and functioning.

3. We utilize complex extensible ontology-driven mechanism of data processing
called semantic filtering [20] to enable customizable conversion of data rep-
resentations and formats. The SciVi platform ontology-driven capabilities
to adapt to specifics of different application domains and to tackle different
problems of scientific visualization in a uniform way are proven in a number
of use cases [18]. In this paper we describe the new interdisciplinary use case
tackling multimodal content management.

4 Proposed Solution

4.1 Background

While researching the scientific visualization methods and means we found out,
that there is a lack of high-level tools providing easy-to-use capabilities to inte-
grate with third-party data sources. This was a motivation to create the adap-
tive multiplatform scientific visualization SciVi. The detailed description of this
system and underlying integration mechanisms can be found in our previous
work [19]. SciVi relies on ontology engineering methods, its behavior is com-
pletely governed by the set of ontologies describing the supported visualization
techniques, data processing algorithms and data sources. In addition, SciVi pro-
vides the data flow diagram editor enabling the user to describe the visualization
task in terms of data processors (nodes) and data links (arcs). The aforemen-
tioned capabilities can be easily extended by enrichment of corresponding ontolo-
gies. SciVi was designed to adapt to third-party data sources including software
and hardware data generators (so-called solvers). In this regard, we were able to
use it as a monitoring tool for lightweight electronic devices within IoT ecosys-
tem [20]. In the present work we introduce SciVi-Middle, the smart system built
upon SciVi. SciVi-Middle is dedicated to generalize the integration capabilities
of SciVi, to enable it not only integrating with IoT devices, but also intercon-
necting them with third-party software. The main purpose of SciVi-Middle is to
allow inexperienced users to build custom HMI for different systems using IoT
technologies.
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4.2 SciVi-Middle Functioning Principles

The high-level pipeline of using SciVi with IoT devices as solvers is shown in
the Fig. 1 The Adaptation Stage catches the data from the IoT device and,
if needed, converts them to the form suitable for SciVi internal mechanisms.
For example, the conversion may involve parsing the network packages, etc.
The Data Filtering Stage performs custom data processing that user can tune
by data flow diagram editor. Being in fact optional, this stage allows different
context-aware data transformation by semantic filters described in the SciVi
knowledge base. For example, the filtering may reduce sensor noise of IoT device,
etc. The Rendering Stage is responsible to synthesize and present the image
according to the user’s settings and data caught. This stage also provides UI
to organize optional feedback for the IoT device. For example, this may be
calibration functionality.

The usage of SciVi-Middle is depicted in the Fig. 2. As seen, in this case only
the “middle” stages of the system’s pipeline are utilized. The internal adaptation
mechanisms of SciVi are applied as middleware to ensure needed connection of
the hardware device to the third-party software. Also, the new Control Emission
Stage is introduced that is responsible to steer the desired application and catch
its feedback. The architecture of SciVi-Middle is shown in Fig. 3.

The core of SciVi-Middle is its knowledge base that controls the behavior of
all the internal modules. It contains 6 ontologies (stored in the standard OWL
format) explained below. Let us denote as Dev the IoT device we want to use
as hardware HMI, and denote as App the corresponding third-party application
we want to steer by Dev.

Programming Languages I/O Structure Ontology (L) takes part in
automating the process of integration SciVi-Middle with IoT device and third-
party application. It is used if the source code of Dev firmware or source code of
App is available to the user. In this case, the Integration Module of SciVi-Middle
can automatically build the source code parser to extract the input and output
data structures description and thereby compose appropriate descriptions (so-
called Ontological Profiles) of Dev and/or App. The corresponding mechanism
is described in our previous work [17].

Data Types Ontology (T ) describes all the supported data types, for ex-
ample, numbers (both integer and real), vectors, matrices, quaternions, strings,
etc. The description comprises the type name, the values domain, the type cast
rules and some service information needed for internal mechanisms (for exam-
ple, the color of corresponding typed arcs in data flow diagram). Almost every
internal SciVi-Middle module requires knowledge stored in this ontology.

Visual Objects Ontology (U) is the most important one for scientific visu-
alization system SciVi, because it describes the available visual objects, graphical
scenes and rendering algorithms. But in SciVi-Middle it plays rather accessory
role and may be used in some special cases like supplementary monitoring of the
Dev activity while debugging, or some kind of additional graphical indication
for the result IoT-based HMI.
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Fig. 1. Functioning pipeline of SciVi with IoT devices as solvers (introduced in the
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Semantic Filters Ontology (F ) provides knowledge about the supported
data processing mechanisms. It may be extremely useful, because the raw data
from Dev may be inappropriate to steer the App directly. For example, denois-
ing of sensor data is often required, or, in more specific cases, some complex
data transformation is indispensable like fusing the gyroscope and accelerome-
ter measurement results into the representation of orientation. The principles of
ontology-driven data filtering are described in details in [19].
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Electronic Components and Middleware Ontology (C) is built upon
the ontology of electronic components introduced in [20]. It is the most important
knowledge base part in the SciVi-Middle. As it is clear from its name, it has two
purposes. Firstly, it provides description of different programmable controllers
(together with their built-in modules like analog-to-digital converter, etc.), chips,
sensors, actuators and so on to give the user semantic overview of the Dev.
Secondly, it provides description of different programming interfaces (parts of
middleware), which may be used to access the App. Despite these purposes are
quite different, both categories of knowledge are merged into the single ontology,
because they require very similar interpretation.

First of all, the ontology C together with U and F governs the Data Flow
Editor. As mentioned above, this module enables the user to compose visual
representation of the task being solved in terms of data flow paradigm. Parsing
the ontologies U , F and C the Data Flow Editor automatically builds the palette
of available data filters, visual objects, graphical scenes, electronic components
and middleware parts. User can choose the appropriate items from this palette
and add them to the data flow diagram. These items are depicted as nodes
having input and output sockets. After that, user can connect sockets building
data links and thereby define the concrete processing algorithm. The usage of
data flow paradigm to visually program the task solving algorithms within SciVi
is described in [19].

Next, the ontologies U , F and C provide necessary knowledge for Code Gen-
eration Module. This module was first introduced in [20] as the tool generating
firmware for IoT devices. In the present work it was enhanced and generalized
to enable both firmware and middleware source code generation. This module
traverses Data Flow Diagram (DFD) received from Data Flow Editor. Each node
of DFD is linked to the corresponding concept in the ontology U , F or C. This
concept is in turn connected to the set of concepts representing correspond-
ing code snippets, function calls, library dependencies, etc. Assembling these
building blocks, Code Generation Module composes the program source for the
firmware and middleware.

It is worth noting, that both Dev Firmware Source Code and Middleware
Source Code are actually optional. In some cases the firmware already exists and
SciVi-Middle adapts to it, so no its modification (no generation) is required.
The same is applied to the middleware: if the App provides necessary interface
that can directly connect to the Dev, no middleware is created to minimize
mediators. One more important point is that both firmware and middleware
source codes, if generated, are made “human-friendly”: readable coding style is
followed. If the user is skilled enough, he/she can make some changes in this
code, for example, implement some additional functionality or just inspect the
code in learning purposes.

Compilers Ontology (K) is first introduced in the present work and enables
to connect compilers directly to SciVi-Middle to build the firmware/middleware
from the generated sources. This simplifies the toolchain needed to get the IoT-
based HMI creation task solved. The user can obtain not just source code, but
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the ready-to-run application. The ontology K describes makefile-templates for
building the source and, in case of the firmware, deploying it to the device. The
make utility is assumed to be used to automate the building process. The makefile
is generated by the Compilation Module and afterwards make is invoked. As a
result, SciVi-Middle provides fully functional toolchain to automate creation of
all the corresponding software to organize custom HMI for the App based on the
Dev.

4.3 Key Points of SciVi-Middle Usage

The SciVi-Middle smart system retains the multiplatform portability of SciVi it
is based on. It has two versions: desktop application written in C++ using Qt
(while some ontology parsing and code generation parts are written in Python)
and web application written in Python (server side) and JavaScript (client side).
This enables two usage scenarios: standalone application and SaaS (Software as
a Service).

Creating the hardware tangible HMI for some application, user should first
of all get the device. Our suggestions of hardware components are listed in the
below subsection. Here are two variants possible: the device already exists, or
user assembles it from scratch. In both cases the firmware for the device either
already exists (as a source code or in a binary form), or should be generated. If
no generation is required, SciVi-Middle needs ontological profile of the firmware.
In case the source code is available, this profile can be created automatically
by Integration Module. Otherwise, the user should describe the device communi-
cation protocol manually using high-level graphical UI provided by Integration
Module.

The next step is to get the application, which should be controlled via hard-
ware HMI. Again, two variants are possible: the user either has an access to the
source code, or not. In case the source code is available, the ontological profile
of the application is built automatically. Else, the user should describe input
and (optionally) output data structures of the application, or, alternatively, skip
this step relying on the built-in middleware components presented in the ontol-
ogy C. The idea is that the ontology C describes some presets for different use
cases, allowing, for example, emulate the mouse movements or certain keyboard
buttons. If the required communication is that simple, no special adaptation to
the given application is required. So, the ontological profile of the application is
optional.

After that, the user should build the data flow diagram describing the actions
of IoT-based HMI. For this task high-level visual editor is provided. On this
step the user can find out, that there are not enough items in the data flow
editor’s palette, for example, some needed data filter is missing. In this case
SciVi-Middle functionality can be extended by enrichment of the corresponding
ontologies without core source code modification. It is worth noting, that the set
of available filters, visual objects, electronic components and middleware parts
can be personalized: if there are too many of them described in the ontologies
U , F and C, some excerpt of these ontologies can be used.
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Next step is code generation that takes part automatically according to the
data flow diagram composed. On this stage the user can obtain the results and
use them for further development, or, alternatively, can proceed to compilation
phase. In the latter case, the binaries of the firmware and middleware are cre-
ated. The user can obtain the ready-to-run middleware (if it was required on
previous steps) and deploy the firmware (if necessary) right to the device. The
only limitation is, that for now the deploying works for desktop SciVi-Middle
only; in case of Web-based version the firmware as well as the middleware can
be just downloaded in the binary form.

4.4 Hardware Recommendations

Despite the diversity of microcontrollers, which may be used to assemble IoT
devices, now we suggest using ESP8266 with the WiFi module on board. This
controller is fairly cheap yet powerful (running at 80 MHz clock frequency and
providing 80 Kb RAM) and energy efficient (energy consumption is about 80 mA
at 3.3 V). In particular, we propose using WeMos D1 mini – the compact and
cheap circuit board containing ESP8266 microcontroller, needed service circuits
(like, for example, power and reset circuits) and USB-to-UART interface. This
board is very handy in terms of firmware uploading, because it has built-in USB
interface. Also, it already contains all needed service circuits to ensure stable
work of ESP8266. The ontological description of this microcontroller is already
included in the Electronic Components ontology mentioned above.

To simplify the device assembly, we propose using shields. Shields are exten-
sion circuit boards carrying sensors, displays, plugs for other electrical compo-
nents (including actuators), etc. Shields require neither soldering nor any special
instruments to connect. If they are described in the ontology C, the program-
ming of corresponding firmware become as easy as connecting the components
together: the user just adds the related nodes to the data flow diagram and
visually builds the data processing chain linking these nodes in an appropriate
order.

5 Use Case

The project titled “Socio-Cognitive Modeling of Social Networks Users Verbal
and Non-Verbal Behavior Based on Machine Learning and Geoinformation Tech-
nologies” aims to identify behavior patterns of Social Network Services (SNS)
users through a comprehensive multiparameter analysis of social, behavioral,
psychological and linguistic parameters of the individuals. The information from
a SNS user profile, such as gender, age, education, sphere of interests, communi-
ties, etc. is considered as social parameters. User preferences such as publications
marked as favorite, posts, etc. are considered as behavioral. Psychological pa-
rameters are revealed as a result of a psychological survey based on BFI (Big Five
Inventory) [16] with an adapted Russian-language version of BFI [22]. Linguistic
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parameters are found out through linguistic analysis of 19161 automatically col-
lected replicas of 340 users who have passed a psychological survey. As a result of
linguistic analysis, 163 categories related to deixis, modality, stylistics, graphic
means, etc. were singled out (in particular, the list of language genres included
41 nominations). Main goal of the research is to discover the dependencies be-
tween language categories and personality types according to BFI methodology.
To achieve this, different statistical methods are used. The research is conducted
within information system Semograph [3] that provides automation the research
work of applied linguists. The large volume of heterogeneous parameters and
the revealed numerous dependencies between them pose the problem of scien-
tific data visualization for analyzing the obtained results of a multiparameter
SNS users description. These problems are tackled within SciVi.

First, SciVi provides graph-based interactive visualization of the results2.
Secondly, to simplify semantic filtering SciVi enables special IoT-based HMI.
In particular, SNS users’ messages with spatial and temporal deictic semantics
were considered as language categories: 1) here/there, 2) right/left, 3) up/down,
4) now/then (and also in past/future) and 5) the speed of movement/change
(fast/slow). An additional parameter of the analysis was the representation of
one or several selected categories in SNS users’ texts. The analysis is very com-
plex because there are 144 variants of filtering available (filtering is exposed by
hierarchy of 6 scales, each one having 2 or 3 variants). The advanced visualiza-
tion tools and appropriate filter management interface are demanded. This is
why we suggest to use not only traditional slider-based scales to filter the data,
but also gesture interface as an alternative. For this purpose, the 6 categories
mentioned above are mapped to gestures as described in the Table 1. Combina-
tions of different gestures are possible. They are interpreted as combinations of
their semantics. In case of an open palm, speed of gesture is ignored. In case of
a feast, speed is mapped to the corresponding speed semantics.

Table 1. Verbal-gestural correspondences (bold font: gesture; italic font: meaning).

Vertical Move Horizontal Move Depth Move
Down Up Left Right Back Forth

Hand Back
Up Down Up Left Right Here There

Down Past Future Past Future Past Future

To detect gestures, we assembled glove-style wearable device similar to the
ones presented in [21] or [9]. The distinctive feature of our approach is to use
ontology-based SciVi tools to automate the generation of firmware for the device
and middleware to turn this device into HMI. The hand gesture interface enables
to apply the filtering with the single gesture instead of searching for the needed
options within 6 separated filtering scales. That is why the efficiency of visual
analysis is increased: the single gesture takes approximately 1 second, while
interacting 6 sliders takes about 11 seconds.

2 https://graph.semograph.org/cgraph/psycho/index.html?lang=en
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The Fig. 4 demonstrates two roles of SciVi: scientific visualizer and IoT-
based HMI provider. SciViCGraph [20] visualizer is used to establish structures
of dominant connections between variables for different states of the graph that
represent informants’ social parameters, for example, gender. Glove-style IoT
device simplifies managing semantic filtering needed to interactive visual analysis
of multiparameter SNS users description. That helped the researchers to prove
the hypothesis of the impact of gender differences on the behavior of users with
the same psychological traits.

Control Link

Semograph 
(Data
Source)

SciViCGraph 
(Visualizer)

SciVi-Middle 
(Middleware)

SNS
Users'

Parameters

Control

Glove 
(IoT-Based
HMI)

Data Link

Graph-Based
Data 
Representation

Rendering Gesture

Fig. 4. Roles of SciVi in the research of SNS users’ parameters.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the unified high-level solution to build custom IoT-
based HMI by means of a self-service smart system that has been developed to
automate IoT devices firmware and middleware generation. On the one hand
this system allows user to build a new custom device, program it and embed in
the existing hardware and software ecosystem. On the other hand our solution
is suitable to build the IoT ecosystem from scratch.

Nowadays such kind of solutions may be useful for solving special tasks, which
require custom hardware controls to improve ergonomics compared to traditional
mouse, keyboard, etc. In the near future, by evolving of virtual and augmented
reality tools, the ability to have a hardware and software interface wizard will be-
come more and more demanded. For example, gesture-based interfaces, tangible
interfaces, wearable electronics and sensor network based interfaces are already
indicated as today’s rising trends [15].

The distinctive features of our approach are ontology-driven architecture that
enables high-level adaptivity to specifics of different application domains and
usage of cognitive graphics (initially based on scientific visualization engine) that
enables building complex 2D and 3D monitoring and control graphical interface.
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We tested our approach within the real-world interdisciplinary project named
“Socio-Cognitive Modeling of Social Networks Users Verbal and Non-Verbal Be-
havior Based on Machine Learning and Geoinformation Technologies” and suc-
cessfully improved visual analytics tools to discover correlations between the
verbal behavior characteristics and psychological parameters of SNS users. The
tools of visual analytics used in the study made it possible not only to streamline
the connections between variables related to non-linguistic and linguistic aspects
of personality traits and behavior but also to find new behavior patterns of SNS
users.

In the future, we plan to create IoT-based healthcare monitoring systems
and to adapt the tools described above to the specifics of voice recognition and
rendering issues to tackle the problems related to speech input and output of
biomedical data.
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